EW-4
How do we imagine the music of the future? Which sounds will fascinate the audience in a couple of
years?
The four performers of EW-4 (Electronic Wind Quartet) venture a guess: with their windcontrollers
the trigger differnet sound- and lightsources and create kind of an audiovisual electronic chamber
music.Together with composers and electronic music specialists the four performers are exploring
new sounds and possibilities for windcontroller.
Since more than twenty years the four musicians of the Fehler! Linkverweis ungültig. are
discovering new sounds on the different Saxophones. Expanding the colours and possibilities of the
instrument, more and more electronic devices have been added to their live performances.
Therefore EW-4 is a logical consequence: the four Saxophones are replaced by four windcontrollers.
Different and simultaneously usable possibilities of modulation allow the players a complex,
multilayered and vivid control of the sounds. An interaction of man and machine is reflected
artistically, new sounds and images are emerging.
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